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A compelling opportunity to invest
in a proven platform for scalable
growth in clean energy development.

Clear Business Model designed to

Global Development Team with

Flexible Monetization Approach

Strong Growth Trajectory achieving

deliver exceptional risk-adjusted returns

track record of delivering

including cash and royalties, providing

+900MW solar PV and battery storage

from development and monetization of

large-scale solar projects with

liquidity and a long-term income

capacity since RTO, with a target of

renewable energy projects

outstanding exit multiples

stream to support future growth

2GW in development by the end of 2022
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The information contained in this presentation has been prepared by Westbridge Energy Corporation (“Westbridge” or the “Company”) and contains confidential information pertaining to the
business, assets and operations of the Company. This presentation is being provided to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, in any form or forwarded or
further disseminated to any other person. Any forwarding, distribution or reproduction of this presentation in whole or in part is unauthorized. By accepting and reviewing this presentation, you
acknowledge and agree (i) to maintain the confidentiality of this presentation, and the information contained herein, (ii) to protect such information in the same manner you protect your own
confidential information, which shall be at least a reasonable standard of care, and (iii) to not utilize any of the information contained herein except to assist with your evaluation of a potential
direct or indirect investment in the Company.
The information contained in this presentation (a) is provided as at the date hereof and is subject to change without notice, (b) does not purport to contain all the information that may be
necessary or desirable to fully and accurately evaluate a direct or indirect investment in the Company, and (c) is not to be considered as a recommendation by the Company or any other person
on behalf of the Company that any person make a direct or indirect investment in Westbridge. The Company is under no obligation to update any information included in this presentation. An
investment in the securities described herein is speculative and involves a number of risks. Prospective investors should carefully consider the risk factors described under “Risk Factors” in the latest
management's discussion and analysis of the Company available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com before investing directly or indirectly in the Company.
THIRD PARTY INFORMATION
This presentation includes market and industry data which was obtained from various publicly available sources and other sources believed by Westbridge to be true. Although Westbridge
believes it to be reliable, the Company has not independently verified any of the data from third-party sources referred to in this presentation, or analyzed or verified the underlying reports relied
upon or referred to by such sources, or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources. The Company does not make any representation as to the accuracy of such
information.
FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
This presentation includes forward-looking information within the meaning of Canadian and U.S. securities laws. Statements containing the words “believe”, “expect”, “intend”, “should”, “seek”,
“anticipate”, “will”, “positioned”, “project”, “risk”, “plan”, “may”, “estimate”, or, in each case, their negative and words of similar meaning, are intended to identify forward-looking information.
Forward-looking information, including but not limited to, the success of the Company’s existing and future business strategies and implementation (including with respect to potential future
acquisitions, timelines for permitting and exiting of projects and potential return on capital), any resulting growth in the Company’s operations or financial performance as a result of such
strategies and implementation, trends in the Company’s business or the solar industry, the Company’s solar development capacities, the design thereof, the technologies incorporated therein, the
availability of funding to complete and the ability of the Company to secure leases on future projects, are each subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results or events to differ
materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking information, including risks related to the regulatory and legal framework of solar energy; any inexperience of the Company’s
management; general business, economic and competitive uncertainties; market risks; risks with respect to permitting; risks that the Company not be able to exit its projects upon the terms or
within the timelines currently proposed or at all, and other risks disclosed under “Risk Factors” in the Filing Statement. There may be other factors and risks that cause actions, events or results not
to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. Certain statements included in this presentation may be considered “financial outlook” for the purposes of applicable securities laws, and such financial
outlook may not be appropriate for purposes other than evaluating the information in this presentation.
These risks, uncertainties and assumptions could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. In addition, even if the outcome and financial effects
of the plans and events described herein are consistent with the forward-looking information contained in this presentation, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or
developments in subsequent periods. There can be no assurance that the performance of the Company will be comparable to that achieved previously. Moreover, past performance is not
indicative of future results. Forward-looking information contained in this presentation is based on the beliefs and expectations of the Company’s management, which the Company believes are
reasonable as of the current date, and are subject to significant business, social, economic, political, regulatory, competitive and other risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other factors. Many
assumptions are based on factors and events that are not within the control of Westbridge and actual future results may differ materially from current expectations. You should not place undue
reliance on forward looking information. Except as required by applicable law, the Company assumes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information in this presentation to
reflect new events or circumstances.
CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING UNITED STATES SECURITIES LAWS
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor shall there be any sale of the securities of Westbridge or any entity related thereto, in any jurisdiction
in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The securities of Westbridge have not been and will not
be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), or any state securities laws and may not be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for
the account or benefit of, “U.S. persons,” as such term is defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act, unless an exemption from such registration is available.
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TSXV: WEB
We are a fast-growing solar PV
developer, with three utility-scale
projects in our portfolio and a
substantial project pipeline.
Our target is to reach 2GW by the end
of 2022, employing diverse technologies
in three strategic markets: Canada, the
USA and United Kingdom.
We expect to achieve profitability in
2022, following our first project
monetization.
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We generate value from
solar's escalating growth.

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR UTILITY-SCALE
SOLAR PROJECTS

BY

2050

1/3

almost one third of

ELECTRICITY
WORLDWIDE
will be provided by

SOLAR

10X
SOLAR

ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
IS PROJECTED TO

INCREASE
from 800GW to

8500GW+
IN

2050
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TSXV: WEB

Company Highlights:
Management team with deep experience in renewable project origination, development,
financing and exits
3 utility scale solar PV projects totalling more than 700MW solar + 200MW BESS Storage
More than 2.5x capacity growth in first six months post RTO
Significant origination pipeline
Insider Ownership ( > 40%)
Proven, capex-light business model: from origination, through approvals, to exit
Focused solely on utility-scale renewables and battery storage
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Proven, Experienced Leadership
40+ projects developed by the team, with capacity
in excess of 2GW
Deep knowledge and strong record in Europe,
Canada and the USA

STEFANO ROMANIN,
CEO & BOARD DIRECTOR

Outperformed competitors with a 100% success rate
Average money multiple of more than 5x
2 Alberta Exits in 2021

MAGGIE MCKENNA,
COO & DIRECTOR

PHILIP STUBBS,
CFO

Stefano’s vision, track record and expertise enhance

Maggie is a corporate lawyer with expertise in

Philip is an associate of the Institute of

Westbridge Energy’s competitive advantage, project

renewable energy, technology and real estate.

Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

financing, and access to top-flight talent and

These skills have been vital to the success of one

His strong financial background was honed at

technical partners. He is an experienced investor in

of Canada’s largest solar PV developments,

Deloitte and as the finance director for an

the private equity and energy sectors, with a track

Westbridge Energy’s flagship Georgetown

alternative investment manager. Philip

record of deals in excess of $2 billion in wind, solar,

Project in Alberta. Maggie has managed the

specializes in real estate, infrastructure and

biomass and energy from waste. Stefano founded

development of over 1300MW of solar in Canada

renewable energy, with a focus on the

and served as CEO of a solar PV platform with

and the USA. Her combination of legal,

structuring, funding and exit of investments to

assets >1.45GW. Previously, he worked in JPMorgan’s

regulatory and technical knowledge allows us to

ensure the delivery of strong returns.

private equity team, creating a dedicated platform

move seamlessly through the leasing, permitting

for secondary private equity investments.

and grid interconnection processes.
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TSXV: WEB

Growth Strategy:
Originate a portfolio of greenfield solar developments
featuring energy storage and enabling technologies
Attract institutional and corporate buyers at or before
the construction stage
Monetize projects with a mix of cash considerations and
royalty agreements, providing investors with significant
returns while generating cash-flow for new projects
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Select Renewable Markets
We pursue projects in markets
with the right combination of:
•

High solar irradiation levels

•

Proximity to grid interconnections

•

Ample commercial and industrial
offtake opportunities

ALBERTA
CANADA

TEXAS
USA

These attributes allow us to quickly originate
and advance renewable developments,
preparing them for monetization at exit.

UNITED KINGDOM
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Agile Business Model
We employ a Capex-light, high-multiple
return strategy, allowing us to move
quickly and mitigate risks. Our goal is to
advance renewable energy projects from

origination to monetization in
18 to 24 months.
Our advantage comes from entering
development projects early in the value
chain and bringing them to completion on
budget and on time. This allows us to deliver
superior returns compared to competitors,
who usually do not enter project
development at such an early stage.
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Optimizing Solar PV
with Enabling
Technologies

BATTERY

PRICES

HAVE DECLINED BY

2010
87% SINCE

OUR ENERGY PROJECTS ADD VALUE
WITH INTELLIGENT ESG

• BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS (BESS)
• GREEN HYDROGEN PRODUCTION
• AI-DRIVEN GRID INTERCONNECTION SOFTWARE
ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES IMPROVE OUR PROJECTS’
EXIT VALUES, ATTRACTING BUYERS WHO SEEK CLEAN
ENERGY ASSETS AND OFFSETS: UTILITIES, OIL & GAS
AND ENERGY-INTENSIVE BUSINESSES, INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS WITH ESG MANDATES.

SOLAR AND

SOLAR AND

AI AND GRID

BATTERY STORAGE
ALLOWS SOLAR
SITES TO MAXIMIZE
REVENUE BY
STORING EXCESS
ENERGY AND
SELLING WHEN
DEMAND AND
PRICES ARE HIGH

HYDROGEN IS AN
ENERGY CARRIER THAT
CAN BE GENERATED
FROM SOLAR (GREEN
HYDROGEN) AND
ENABLES SEASONAL
ENERGY STORAGE
AND DEMAND-SIDE
FLEXIBILITY

AI SOFTWARE
OPTIMIZES
SERVICES TO GRID
OPERATORS,
BALANCING SOLAR,
BATTERY AND
HYDROGEN BASED
ON DEMAND AND
PRICE

BATTERY

HYDROGEN

OPTIMIZATION
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Project Development Timeline
OUR BUSINESS MODEL IN ACTION. (TIMELINE BASED ON THE GEORGETOWN SOLAR PV PROJECT)

Business model focused on greenfield
opportunities with speed to market potential

3-18
0-3

months

SECURE LEASES, ENVIRONMENTAL AND
REGULATORY APPROVALS, GET APPROVAL
FOR GRID INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENTS

ORIGINATE

IDENTIFY SITES WITH EXCEPTIONALLY
HIGH SOLAR IRRADIATION AND
SUPPORTIVE REGULATORY
ENVIRONMENTS

0

1

2

3

4

5

months

ADD VALUE AND INTELLIGENT ESG
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ENHANCE SOLAR PV PROJECT DESIGNS WITH ENABLING
TECHNOLOGIES (ON-SITE BATTERY, GREEN HYDROGEN,
AI-GRID INTERCONNECTION SOFTWARE)
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Months

18-24 months
MONETIZE

AT OR BEFORE CONSTRUCTION STAGE,
MONETIZE PROJECT FOR A
MIX OF CASH/ROYALTIES TO FUND
FUTURE PROJECTS
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Current Project Portfolio
Westbridge Energy has

21%
PORTFOLIO BY
TECHNOLOGY

increased our portfolio from

BATTERY ENERGY
STORAGE SYSTEM:

200MW

278MW to 935MW, including
200MW of Battery Storage.

2.5X increase in
capacity since RTO.

79%

SOLAR:

735MW
PORTFOLIO BY
GEOGRAPHY
USA:

221MW

76%

24%

CANADA:

714MW
* Canadian number includes 200MW BESS
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Alberta:

One of the Best places
for Solar Projects
ABUNDANT RESOURCE: Southern Alberta has
exceptional solar irradiance
SUPPORTIVE REGULATION: Alberta’s Renewable Energy
Act seeks to achieve 30% electrical power production
from renewables by 2030 (5,000MW)
OPEN MARKET: Deregulated, openly-competitive
wholesale electrical generation market
INDUSTRY BUY-IN: Alberta's Oil & Gas industry is actively
seeking ESG investments
RISING DEMAND FOR OFFSETS: In November 2020, the
carbon price was increased from $30.00/tonne to
$40.00/tonne for 2021 and will be increasing to
$170/tonne by 2030
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The Georgetown
Solar PV Project
Fully-funded development to be completed
within 18 months of RTO
AESO interconnection process underway
Utility-scale solar project that will be the first
exit as Westbridge Energy Corp.
Site secured for 5-years of development and 30
years of operation, with options to extend
To be permitted for utility-scale battery storage
on-site

Project Size:

278MWp

Vulcan County
Southern Alberta, Canada
710 ACRES (400 SOCCER FIELDS)

30+

year operating permit
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Sunnynook
Solar PV Project
Fully-funded development to be completed within
24 months
AESO interconnection process underway
Second utility-scale solar PV project in Alberta for
Westbridge Energy Corp.
Site secured for 4-years of development, and for an
operational term of 40 years, that can be extended
up to 50 years
To be permitted for utility-scale battery storage
on-site
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Project Size:

236MWp
Special Area No. 2

Southern Alberta, Canada
940 ACRES

40+

year operating permit
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Texas:
Expected to install one-third of all utility-scale solar set
to come online in the U.S. between 2021 and 2022
Main drivers for solar PV in Texas are excellent solar
irradiation, vast land resource and a mostly deregulated
energy market
The historical significance of Texas Oil & Gas sector,
combined with a surging demand for renewable energy
assets, suggest that solar PV has lot of room for growth in
the area
1,800+ active market participants that generate, move, buy,
sell or use wholesale electricity in ERCOT
In 2019, Texas accounted for more than a quarter of all
corporate renewable energy deals signed around the world
Around 6,000MW of coal/gas were retired since 2016,
driving demand for new generation
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Accalia Point
Solar PV Project
Fully-funded development to be completed within
18 months of acquisition
Screening and Congestion studies completed, Full
Interconnection Studies (“FIS”) underway with Sharyland
Utilities (“Sharyland”), the transmission facility owner
Project location will allow settlement at one of the most
favorable ERCOT Hubs – South Hub
Initial site secured for an operational term of 30 years,
that can be extended up to 45 years
Completed preliminary environmental constraints
analyses
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Project Size:

221MWp

Cameron County
Southern Texas, USA
1120 ACRES

30+

year operating permit
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Strategy for Building Long-Term Value
Westbridge Energy will retain flexibility when exiting
projects in our portfolio, both through asset sales and
ongoing royalty agreements with project buyers.
By pursuing a mix of immediate and long-term revenue, we
will maintain our ability to fund future growth organically
while retaining a steady stream of operating income.
This approach is intended to achieve high-multiple returns on
investment at project exit without sacrificing either liquidity
or the potential for multi-year returns from royalties.
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TSXV: WEB

40%

INSIDERS
CEO Stefano Romanin
owns 19.9% (partially
diluted)

THE COMPANY IS STRUCTURED TO GENERATE
SHORT- AND LONG-TERM REVENUE BY MONETIZING
OUR PROJECTS THROUGH CASH CONSIDERATION
AND ROYALTY AGREEMENTS, SECURING BOTH
IMMEDIATE CASH FLOW AND RECURRING INCOME
TO SUPPORT FUTURE GROWTH.

CAPITALIZATION TABLE NOV 30TH 2021
Basic

30%

Well
structured

COMMON BASIC SHARES

HNW
& RETAIL

30%

19

FAMILY
OFFICES

Fully Diluted

79,238,585

RTO WARRANTS @ $0.20 (EXPIRY 4/16/23)

17,045,000

STOCK OPTIONS @ $0.10 (ESCROWED)

175,000

OPTIONS @ $0.30 (EXPIRY 11/02/2026)

5,950,000

COMMON SHARES FULLY DILUTED

102,408,585

CASH FROM ITM WARRANTS!

'

$1,802,500

CASH FROM ITM OPTIONS
MARKET CAP @ NOV 30

$3,425,500

$26,500,000

In the money warrants represent approx $3.4 Million in cash when exercised
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Board of Directors
STEFANO ROMANIN,
DIRECTOR & CEO

MARGARET M. MCKENNA,
DIRECTOR & COO

PAUL LARKIN,
DIRECTOR

Stefano is an energy sector entrepreneur

Maggie is an experienced legal professional

Paul is an entrepreneur and

and investor with +14 years’ experience.

licensed to practice law in Canada and the

Board member with +40 years’

After receiving his MSc in International

U.S., and has managed the development of

experience. He worked for many

Business, he worked for JPMorgan

over 1300MW of solar projects in the U.S.

companies including New Dawn

before founding Horus Capital and

She worked for Horus Capital and the

Holdings and U.S. Geothermal Inc.

Georgetown Solar.

Walton Group of Companies.

SCOTT KELLY,
DIRECTOR & EXECUTIVE CHAIR

MARCUS YANG,
DIRECTOR & AUDIT CHAIR

Scott is an entrepreneur and Board Chair

Marcus is a financier and qualified

with +20 years’ experience in Capital

accountant with +20 years’ experience.

Markets. Educated at Queen’s University

He has worked at KPMG, Deloitte,

and UC Berkeley, he has worked at TMX

GE Capital, Royal Bank of Scotland

Group, Newstrike Brands and Wetherby

and Wetherby Growth.

Growth.
Board effective June 22, 2021
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Technical Partners
WESTERN ECOSYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY ULC

RISING EDGE GROUP

provide environmental field ecology, statistical consulting

is a high voltage electrical contractor providing cost-effective and

services and contract research for industry, government, and

fit-for-purpose project solutions to the power, transmission,

private organizations. Retained by WEB to complete

distribution, industrial, and renewables sectors. Retained by WEB

environmental fieldwork, interface with Alberta Environment

to provide project design and electrical engineering services.

and Parks and complete an environmental evaluation and
environmental protection plan for the Georgetown Project.

CF POWER

ASCENT ENERGY PARTNERS LTD.

is an electric power system analysis, design and engineering

provides energy project origination, development and execution

provider. Retained by WEB to provide interconnection

services. Retained by WEB to project manage the regulatory and

engineering services and act as the project grid study

permitting activities of the Georgetown Project with the Alberta

consultant for the Georgetown Project.

Utilities Commission (AUC) and Alberta Electric System Operator
(AESO).
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TSXV: WEB

Pure-play
exposure to
renewable
energy
development.

Proven business model in a lucrative
and rapidly expanding markets
Efficient development timelines
and attractive multiples at exit
Experienced management team
Well structured capitalization
(Insiders >40%)
Clean balance sheet
Promising pipeline
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WWW.WESTBRIDGE.ENERGY TSXV: WEB
STEFANO ROMANIN, DIRECTOR & CEO
SROMANIN@WESTBRIDGE.ENERGY
SCOTT KELLY, DIRECTOR & EXECUTIVE CHAIR
SKELLY@WESTBRIDGE.ENERGY

